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A
Since the landmark Nature paper by Kielpinski et al in 2000 describing a technology for scalable quantum
computa on (part of the work for which Wineland was co‐awarded the 2012 Nobel prize in physics), interest
in prac cal quantum computa on has grown significantly. Recent announcements by commercial eﬀort
Dwave of a 128‐quantum‐bit adiaba c system, although controversial in terms of its quantum proper es, il‐
lustrate the engineering progress that has been made.
In this talk, I will present a basic quantum compu ng architecture based upon trapped‐ion technology. I will
examine several challenges to scaling this architecture and explore adapta ons of tradi onal computer sys‐
tems solu ons towards these challenges. Specifically, I will introduce an interconnec on network that uses
quantum teleporta on to address reliability and latency challenges in long‐distance communica on. I will pre‐
sent a quantum memory hierarchy to decrease the area and performance penal es resul ng from quantum
error correc on. Finally, I will discuss work that explores sta c and dynamic compila on strategies for gener‐
a ng quantum machine code which approximate arbitrary quantum rota ons, an important primi ve in many
quantum algorithms.
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